Build LESSON
COMPOSITION

Radical Change
SALLY STRAND shows how a willingness to alter course in a painting can make all the difference.

I learned long ago not to let a painting become too precious. It’s better to make the adjustments—sometimes extreme—that are necessary to make a piece work. The need to improve
the design of one of my paintings led me to cut off about a third of my original composition—
resulting in Kiss (above). In the end, I finished with two successful paintings.
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Kiss
pastel on paper, 20x24

FROM ONE TO TWO

1

This is my original painting.
I became aware, however, that the
composition wasn’t wholly satisfying.
The child looking through the fence
distracted attention from the focal
point—the grouping of figures above.
Over the course of many repainting
sessions, I made several attempts to
rescue this piece, but essentially, I had
two competing compositions.

“I LEARNED LONG
AGO NOT TO LET A
PA I N T I N G B E C O M E
TO O P R E C I O US . I T ’S
BET TER TO MAKE
THE ADJUSTMENTS—
SOMETIMES
E X T R E M E —T H AT A R E
NECESSARY TO MAKE
A P I E C E W O R K .”

2

I decided that the bottom portion of the painting
couldn’t stay, but I couldn’t let that child go; we’d spent
too many days looking at one another. I took a sheet of mylar
and, by moving tape around, tried several possible croppings.
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Once I decided on the cropping I liked best, I sliced out
the smaller composition with a mat knife and a ruler.
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WHAT’S THE
PROBLEM?
After working on
a painting for some
time, seeing what
you’re doing can
become difficult. For
a fresh look, try the
following:
• Turn the painting
upside down or
view it in a mirror.
Try a dusty mirror
to reduce detail.
• Relocate the
work. Hang it
where you’ll catch
glimpses of it when
walking by.
• Put the work away
and start another.
Later, return to the
“problem” painting.
• Photograph your
painting. Look
at it in various
ways—small,
black-and-white,
out of focus (to see
large shapes and
composition).

4

And so I have a second painting—Looking Through (pastel on paper, 10x8). I like
how the abstract shapes of complementary-colored towels frame the child’s face.

CHANGE REWARDED
I’m confident that both paintings
have done better than my original
composition ever could have. The
Pastel Society of America selected
Kiss for the 2018 Bill Creevy Award
for Pastel Innovation. Then, earlier
this year, both Kiss and Looking
Through (above) appeared in the
108th Gold Medal Exhibition of
the California Art Club—a highly
competitive juried show held in the
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former location of the Pasadena
Museum of California Art.
Making a radical change midway
through a painting takes courage and
patience, but knowing you’ve gone all
out to produce the best work possible
makes the effort worthwhile.
Sally Strand is an award-winning pastel
artist and workshop leader based in
California. Visit her website at
sallystrand.com.

You can also print
a photo and apply
pastel or paint to
try changes. Or try
changes directly on
your painting:
• Make bigger
shapes out of
smaller ones for
more impact.
• Reduce the value
range. Three to five
values and/or value
masses is good.
• Make tangential
shapes overlap or
put more space
between them.

